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Photo-detector

� Demonstrates that
the electromagnetic
spectrum extends
either side of the
visable spectrum

� Comprises broad
sensitivity detector
housed in a robust
plastic case (100mm
x 66mm x 22mm)

� Detector area: 1mm
diameter to allow it
to pass through the
visable spectrum
produced by a
projector and prism

� Provides measurable readings from 300 to 1,000nm
when connected to a multimeter (not included)

� Supplied with instructions and specimen results

� Requires 1 x 9V battery (6LR22) (Included)

XFT-200-010B 57.59

Spare Part

Catalogue No £ each

Catalogue No Description £ each
BMT-680-090H Alkaline battery 9V (6LR22) 4.96

Spectrometer

� The main structural parts, including the collimator and
telescope bodies are heavy castings, other metal parts
being bright plated

� Scale: 170mm diameter, divided 0 to 360° x 1°,
independently rotatable with locking screw, a spring-
loaded vernier scale attached to the telescope mount
provides readings to 0.1° (6 minutes of arc)

� Collimator: mounted on fixed pillar with axis
adjustment, objective lens has 150mm focal length, an
aperture of 21mm and is carried in spiral focusing
system. Unilaterally adjustable slit 6mm long

� Telescope: mounted on moveable pillar with
adjustment, locking screw and axis adjustment,
objective lens has 170mm focal length, 21mm aperture
and is carried in a spiral focussing system, ramsden
eyepiece with cross wires and locking ring focus
adjustment

� Prism Table: provided with three levelling screws and
has lines marked to assist placement of prism

XFT-100-010J 336.00
Catalogue No £ each

Spectroscope, diffraction grating
� For demonstrating the

electromagnetic spectrum
and the emission and
absorption phenomena

� Experiments include
Fraunhoffer lines; flame test
in chemical analysis;
absorption spectra through
liquids; bright line spectra
from discharge tubes

� Robust construction

� Large diameter eyepiece
facilitates easy and
comfortable viewing

� High quality optical
components ensure that
absorption bands show up
clearly

� Dimensions (l x dia.), mm:
115 x 25

� Supplied in rigid box

XFT-505-001R 45.76
Catalogue No £ each

Spectrometer, advanced

� Used to perform accurate
prism and grating
spectrometry, to determine
the constituents of molecules,
to determine the constituents
of stars and to investigate the
structure of the atom

� Durable and precise

� Suitable for students,
astronomers and chemists

� Resolution to 1 minute of Arc -
The 127mm diameter,
precision-engraved degree
plate is complemented by two
precision -engraved Verniers,
one on each side of the
instrument for convenient
reading

� Wider aperture optics - 32mm
wide apertures on the
telescope and collimator
provide for more light and
sharper images

� Rack and pinion focusing - On
both the telescope and the

collimator, focusing is easier
and more precise

� Rotatable table - For greater
flexibility in measurements,
turn the table by hand for
coarse adjustments, use the
fine lead screw for delicate
adjustments

� The collimator - High quality,
large aperture optics with a
6mm long slit of adjustable
width.

� Precision ground bearings -
The main bearings are ground
as a single unit, so the
movement is exceptionally
smooth with virtually no
backlash.

� Vernier scale - For precision
measurements

� Magnifier - For reading the
Vernier scale

� Prism - Dense flint glass prism
with holder

Catalogue No £ each
XFT-150-020R 1141.25


